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Highlights

- A versatile compressible multiphase hydrocode for marine engineering impact problems.
- Non-physical pressure oscillation near the material interface is successfully avoided.
- It can accurately model violent hydrodynamic slamming problems by properly dealing the crucial compressibility effects of fluid.
- It can also model complex hull cavitation problems in addition to incipient cavitation.
- The hydrocode is successfully accelerated on the GPU by a speed up over 60x.
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Abstract

This paper presents a GPU based compressible multiphase hydrocode for modelling violent hydrodynamic impacts under harsh conditions such as slamming and underwater explosion. An effort is made to extend a one-dimensional five-equation reduced model (Kapila et al., Two-phase modeling of deflagration-to-detonation transition in granular materials: Reduced equations, Phys. Fluids, 2001, Vol.13, 3002 – 3024) to compute three-dimensional hydrodynamic impact problems on modern graphics hardware. In order to deal with free-surface problems such as water waves, gravitational terms, which are initially absent from the original model, are now considered and included in the governing equations. A third-order finite volume based MUSCL scheme is applied to discretise the integral form of the governing equations. The numerical flux across a mesh cell face is estimated by means of the HLLC approximate Riemann solver. The serial CPU program is firstly parallelised on multi-core CPUs with the OpenMP programming model and then further accelerated on many-core graphics processing units (GPUs) using the CUDA C programming language. To balance memory usage, computing efficiency and accuracy on multi- and many-core processors, a mixture of single and double precision floating-point operations is implemented. The most important data like conservative flow variables are handled with double-precision dynamic arrays, whilst all the other variables/arrays like fluxes, residual and source terms are treated in single precision. Several benchmark test cases including water-air shock tubes, one-dimensional liquid cavitation tube, dam break, 2D cylindrical underwater explosion near a planar rigid wall, 3D spherical explosion in a rigid cylindrical container and water entry of a 3D rigid flat plate have been calculated using the present approach. The obtained results agree well with experiments, exact solutions and other independent numerical computations. This demonstrates the capability of the present approach to deal with not only violent free-surface impact problems but also hull cavitation associated with underwater explosions. Performance analysis reveals that the running time cost of numerical simulations is dramatically reduced by use of GPUs with much less consumption of electrical energy than on the CPU.
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1. Introduction

Multiphase flow impact problems are frequently encountered in natural events and industrial applications. Typical examples include wave impacts on fixed structures (offshore Jacket and Jackup platforms, coastal seawalls) and floating bodies (FPSO vessels, LNG cargo ships, wave energy devices), water entry of space capsules and ditching of civil or military aircraft, etc. In these circumstances the structure will potentially experience large or even destructive primary shock loading [1, 2]. In addition, the liquid flow may undergo phase change to form vapour bubbles when the pressure reduces towards the limit of saturated vapour pressure. This phenomenon is usually named cavitation. In close proximity to structures, hull cavitation generated by underwater explosions or breaking waves can collapse very violently causing secondary re-loading on the structure [3, 4]. Hence, accurate prediction of the impact pressure and associated forces is fundamental in order to ensure the survivability of the structure [5].

In extreme events like a plunging breaker impact or the water entry of a blunt body, a pocket or layer of air may be trapped or enclosed by the water body and the water may also be aerated with many small air bubbles. The resulting increase in fluid compressibility will greatly affect the amplitude and duration of the impact loading on the structure [6, 7]. The classical assumption of incompressibility [8–10] will certainly lead to improper predictions and therefore the compressibility of the fluid mixture needs to be carefully considered [11–15].

In order properly to handle the compressibility of fluids for simulating violent hydrodynamic impact events, an appropriate compressible multiphase flow model is necessary to deal with complex physical features such as shock waves, bulk/hull cavitation and multi-valued free surfaces trapping air pockets that may occur in the domain of interest. One choice for these challenging problems is the Baer-Nunziato equations [16] that permit consideration of two materials/phases in non-equilibrium states with two velocity vectors and two pressures. This hyperbolic system consists of eleven equations in 3D and thus requests relatively high computer memory usage and intensive computing. Efforts to numerically solve these equations can be found in the work of e.g. Andrianov and Warnecke [17], Schwindeman et al. [18], Deledicque and Papalexandris [19], Tokareva and Toro [20] and Liang et al. [21] and references therein. Another option, which is of particular interest in the present work, is the reduced-equation model (also named Kapila et al. model) [22]. This model adopts a mechanical equilibrium assumption of one velocity and one pressure and has seven equations in 3D. As a matter of fact, the model can be derived from the Baer-Nunziato equations using an asymptotic analysis in the limit of zero relaxation time [23]. The reduced-equation model in 1D proves to be hyperbolic and complies with the fact that the material derivatives of the phase entropy are zero in the absence of shocks [23, 24]. Although this model does not explicitly include a mass transfer term facilitating the liquid-gas phase change,
cavitation can be mimicked as a mechanical relaxation process (see Section 4.5 and Appendix A of [25]). Since the reduced-equation model only deals with seven equations in 3D, it is computationally less expensive than the Baer-Nunziato equations. Meanwhile, a couple of important mathematical models for compressible multiphase flows have also been proposed by other researchers in the past several decades. Here we do not intend to give a comprehensive review of these models as this is beyond the scope of the present paper.

In the past, the reduced-equation model was analysed and solved in 1D and 2D for problems such as water-air shock tubes, liquid expansion tubes, instability of a material interface and shock bubble interactions [23–28]. It (and its variants) has also been utilised to compute detonation waves [29, 30], solid-fluid interface coupling [31] and powder compaction [32]. Based on past reported works, some researchers have argued that for cavitating flows the reduced-equation model (and its variants) has only been shown able to solve incipient cavitation problems such as a one-dimensional liquid expansion tube [33, 34]. However, the capability of this model (and its variants) to handle cavitating flows with mass transfer e.g. supercavitation has been demonstrated in the works of Saurel et al. [35] and Petitpas et al. [36]. Further demonstration of its capability to deal with underwater explosion related bulk/hull cavitation or other kinds of cavitating flows of the types as well as water entry of rigid/flexible objects is considered here. These challenging problems are extremely important in marine engineering [3, 5, 33].

It is also noted that previous numerical works carried out for the reduced-equation model were implemented on a single CPU core and not yet adapted to parallel computing on modern many-core graphics-based hardware which can deliver teraflop computing power in very recent years. Since 3D compressible multiphase flow simulations request very much more intensive computation than 1D problems, it is necessary to consider parallel computing implementations via many-core GPUs. The benefits of utilising GPU acceleration in CFD can be found in recent works pertaining to single-phase flows which successfully accelerated the flow solvers by several times and even orders of magnitude [37–41]. It is very likely that applying many core GPU techniques to dramatically reduce the computing time for simulating compressible multiphase flows will be attractive and beneficial to the academic and industrial communities.

When programming the flow algorithms care should be taken properly to handle the use of single- and double-precision data. Naively treating all data with double precision is not favourable to either the program execution speed or memory usage. Therefore, effort needs to be made to balance the memory usage, computing efficiency and accuracy. Special attention should also be paid to the parallelism of the code algorithms to avoid thread-racing conditions, under which no less than two threads attempt to access the same memory location concurrently and at least one access is a write operation. Race conditions may occur unexpectedly when a serial CPU code is directly converted to a GPU program.
In the present work, we make efforts to extend Kapila et al.’s one-dimensional reduced-equation model to simulate three-dimensional compressible multiphase flows on GPUs. In order to deal with free-surface problems like water waves, the gravitational terms, which are absent in the original model, are here considered and introduced into the governing equations. We utilise a third-order finite volume based MUSCL scheme to discretise the integral form of the governing equations. The numerical flux across a mesh cell face is estimated by means of the HLLC approximate Riemann solver. To achieve the objective of balancing memory usage against computing efficiency and accuracy on GPUs, we manage the computed data in a mixed precision style. The most important data like conservative flow variables is handled with double-precision dynamic arrays, whilst all the other variables/arrays like fluxes, residual and source terms are handled in single precision.

We will demonstrate through numerical examples that the present approach possesses the salient features necessary to deal with compressible multiphase flows. Firstly, it is capable of calculating violent hydrodynamic free-surface flow impacts such as slamming problems in ocean and offshore engineering where the fluid compressibility is crucial to the prediction of the duration and peak value of impact loads and which cannot properly be handled by classical numerical wave tanks based on a potential flow model or the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations that are routinely used in engineering design and analysis. Secondly, though it has been claimed by some researchers that for cavitating flows the so-called reduced-equation model (and its variants) has only been applied to solve incipient cavitation problems such as a 1D liquid expansion tube [33], here we will show that the proposed multi-dimensional extension of this model can also deal with complex hull cavitation associated with underwater explosions. These results have not been reported in the literature to the best knowledge of the authors. Last but not least, we will also show that the GPU accelerated flow solver not only provides an excellent performance speedup but also consumes much less electrical energy than its CPU counterpart.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The multi-dimensional extension of the reduced-equation model for compressible multiphase flows is presented in Section 2.1. The numerical method, which utilises a finite volume approach, third-order MUSCL reconstruction and the HLLC approximate Riemann solver to compute the convective fluxes in the governing equations, is presented in Section 2.2. The strategy to parallelise the serial computer code on many-core processors is presented in Section 3. A series of test case benchmarks are carried out to verify the GPU accelerated multiphase flow solver in Section 4. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2. Numerical model

2.1. Governing equations

The mathematical model used here for the flow of a compressible liquid-gas mixture consists of the momentum and energy conservation laws for the fluid. A conservation law of mass for each component is also included. In particular, gravitational effects should be considered and included for free-surface problems like water waves. These conservation laws are expressed by equation (1a). A non-conservative equation (1b) for the advection of gas-phase volume fraction function also needs to be included. The whole system can be expressed as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\alpha_1 \rho_1 \\
\alpha_2 \rho_2 \\
\rho u \\
\rho v \\
\rho w \\
\rho E
\end{bmatrix}
+ \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \alpha_1 \\
\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \rho u + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \rho v + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \rho w \\
\rho uv \\
\rho vv \\
\rho vw \\
\rho E
\end{bmatrix}
+ \begin{bmatrix}
\rho u^2 + p \\
\rho v^2 + p \\
\rho w^2 + p
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
-\rho g
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1a)

where \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) satisfying \( \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 = 1 \) are volume fractions for the gas- and liquid-phases respectively; \( \rho_1, \rho_2 \) and \( \rho = \alpha_1 \rho_1 + \alpha_2 \rho_2 \) are densities for the gas-component, liquid-component and mixture respectively; \( u, v \) and \( w \) are the three components of the velocity vector \( \vec{V} \) along the \( x, y \) and \( z \) axes; \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration; \( p \) is the pressure; \( \rho E \) is the total energy per unit volume; \( h = (\rho E + p)/\rho \) is the enthalpy; \( K \) is a function given by

\[
K = \alpha_1 \alpha_2 \left( \frac{c_2^2}{\rho_1 c_2^2} - \frac{1}{\rho_2 c_2^2} \right) \rho c^2
\]

(2)

For each fluid component, the stiffened gas equation of state (SG-EOS) is utilised to correlate the total energy with the pressure, density and velocity. The general form of the SG-EOS is given as

\[
\rho e^T = \frac{p + \gamma p_e}{\gamma - 1} + \frac{1}{2} \rho \vec{V}^2
\]

(3)

in which \( \gamma \) is a polytropic constant and \( p_e \) is a pressure constant. The fluid mixture has two components in mechanical
equilibrium (identical pressure and velocity); therefore, the total energy for the mixture is defined as

\[ \rho E = \alpha_1 \rho_1 E_1 + \alpha_2 \rho_2 E_2 \]

\[ = \alpha_1 \left( \frac{p + \gamma_1 p_{c,1}}{\gamma_1 - 1} + \frac{1}{2} \rho_1 \vec{V}^2 \right) + \alpha_2 \left( \frac{p + \gamma_2 p_{c,2}}{\gamma_2 - 1} + \frac{1}{2} \rho_2 \vec{V}^2 \right) \]

\[ = p \left( \frac{\alpha_1}{\gamma_1 - 1} + \frac{\alpha_2}{\gamma_2 - 1} \right) + \left( \frac{\alpha_1 \gamma_1 p_{c,1}}{\gamma_1 - 1} + \frac{\alpha_2 \gamma_2 p_{c,2}}{\gamma_2 - 1} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \rho \vec{V}^2 \]  

(4)

The estimate of function \( K \) requests the volume fraction, density and speed of sound for each component as well as mixture density and speed of sound. The speed of sound for the two components can be calculated as

\[ c_1 = \sqrt{\frac{\gamma_1}{\rho_1} \left( p + p_{c,1} \right) }, \quad c_2 = \sqrt{\frac{\gamma_2}{\rho_2} \left( p + p_{c,2} \right) } \]

(5)

The speed of sound for the mixture can be estimated by Wood’s formula [42]

\[ \frac{1}{\rho c^2} = \frac{\alpha_1}{\rho_1 c_1^2} + \frac{\alpha_2}{\rho_2 c_2^2} \]

(6)

For a detailed derivation of the 3D system (1), please refer to the recent work of the authors [11].

If gravitational effects are excluded and only the \( x \) direction is considered, equation (1) reduces to a five-equation system which can be named the five-equation-reduced model [23] or Kapila et al. model [22, 25]. If we further neglect the right-hand side of equation (1b), then the whole system will become a five-equation-transport model as pointed out by Murrone and Guillard [23]. These authors proved that the material derivatives of the phase entropy are not zero for the transport-model, but the reduced-equation model satisfies these conditions (see Section 2.4 of [23]).

2.2. Finite volume discretisation

Since equation (1b) is not conservative, directly using it will present difficulties when dealing with a material interface owing to an inconsistency between the wave speeds (shock wave, rarefaction and contact discontinuity) and the velocity vector \( \vec{V} \) [43]. To overcome this difficulty, we adopt Johnsen and Colonius’s strategy [43] to transform the advection equation into a conservative formulation

\[ \frac{\partial \alpha_1}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\alpha_1 \vec{V}) = (\alpha_1 + K) \nabla \cdot \vec{V} \]

(7)

For a more sophisticated method to deal with the non-conservative volume fraction equation, readers may refer to the work of Saurel et al. [25]. Replacing the non-conservative equation (1b) by equation (7), the integral formulation of
the overall quasi-conservative system can now be expressed as

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \int_{\Omega} U \, d\Omega + \oint_{\partial \Omega} F(U) \, dS = \int_{\Omega} G \, d\Omega$$

(8)

in which $\Omega$ represents the flow domain, $\partial \Omega$ is its boundary; the vectors $U$, $F$ and $G$ are given by

$$U = \begin{bmatrix} \alpha_1 \\ \alpha_1 \rho_1 \\ \alpha_2 \rho_2 \\ \rho u \\ \rho v \\ \rho w \\ \rho e^T \end{bmatrix}, \quad F = \begin{bmatrix} \alpha_1 q \\ \alpha_1 \rho_1 q \\ \alpha_2 \rho_2 q \\ \rho u q + p n_x \\ \rho v q + p n_y \\ \rho w q + p n_z \end{bmatrix}, \quad G = \begin{bmatrix} (\alpha_1 + K) \nabla \cdot \vec{V} \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ -\rho g \end{bmatrix}$$

(9)

where $(n_x, n_y, n_z)$ is a unit normal vector across the boundary $\partial \Omega$, $q = \vec{V} \cdot \vec{n} = u n_x + v n_y + w n_z$ and $N_q = [0, 0, n_x, n_y, n_z, q]^T$.

Supposing the mesh does not vary with time, the discrete form of equation (8) for a mesh cell $m$ can be written as

$$\Omega_m \left[ \frac{U^{n+1}_m - U^n_m}{\Delta t} \right] \sum_{f=1}^{N_f} F_f S_f = \Omega_m G_m$$

(10)

where the subscript $m$ stands for the mesh cell itself, the subscript $f$ represents a mesh cell face and $N_m$ is the total number of faces for the mesh cell. In the present work, the surface flux term is treated as a discontinuity and computed by an approximate Riemann solver

$$F_f = F(U_{f}^+, U_{f}^-)$$

(11)

where the symbols $^+$ and $^-$ indicate the left and right sides of the face. A third order MUSCL scheme [44] with a slope limiter is utilised to reconstruct the primitive solution variables $W = (\alpha_1, \rho_1, \rho_2, u, v, w, p)^T$

$$W_f^+ = W_L + \frac{\phi_L}{4} [(1 - \kappa \phi_L) \Delta_L + (1 + \kappa \phi_L) \Delta]$$

(12a)

$$W_f^- = W_R + \frac{\phi_R}{4} [(1 - \kappa \phi_R) \Delta_R + (1 + \kappa \phi_R) \Delta]$$

(12b)
where the subscripts L and R represent the left and right neighbouring mesh cells respectively,

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta_L &= W_L - W_{LL} \\
\Delta_R &= W_{RR} - W_R \\
\Delta &= W_R - W_L
\end{align*}
\] (13)

in which the subscript LL indicates the left neighbour of the left cell, and RR represents the right neighbour of the right cell. The parameter \( \kappa \) provides different options of upwind or centred schemes

\[
\kappa = \begin{cases} 
-1 & \text{second order upwind} \\
0 & \text{second order centred} \\
1/3 & \text{third order semi-upwind} 
\end{cases}
\] (14)

In the present work, \( \kappa = 1/3 \) is adopted. To prohibit spurious oscillations introduced by the high order interpolation, we apply van Albada’s limiter defined as

\[
\phi_{LR} = \max(0, 2r_{LR}/(r_{LR} + 1))
\] (15)

where

\[
r_L = \frac{\Delta_L}{\Delta}, \quad r_R = \frac{\Delta}{\Delta_R}
\] (16)

The reconstructed conservative variables at the left and right sides of a mesh cell face can be easily obtained as

\[
U_f^+ = U(W_f^+), \quad U_f^- = U(W_f^-)
\] (17)

The numerical flux term represented by equation (11) is calculated by the HLLC approximate Riemann solver defined as

\[
F_f = \begin{cases} 
F_L & 0 \leq S_L \\
F_L + S_L(U_L^+ - U_L^-) & S_L < 0 \leq S_M \\
F_R + S_R(U_R^+ - U_R^-) & S_M < 0 \leq S_R \\
F_R & 0 \geq S_M 
\end{cases}
\] (18)

in which the middle left and right states are evaluated by

\[
U_f^{\pm} = \frac{(q_{LR} - S_{LR})U_{LR} + (p_{LR}N_{\hat{n},\pm} - p_{LR}^N\hat{n}_{\hat{n},\pm})}{q_{LR}^\pm - S_{LR}}
\] (19)
the intermediate wave speed can be calculated by

$$S_M = q_L = q_R = \frac{\rho_R q_R (S_R - q_R) - \rho_L q_L (S_L - q_L) + p_L - p_R}{\rho_l (S_R - q_R) - \rho_L (S_L - q_L)} \quad (20)$$

and the intermediate pressure may be estimated as

$$p_M = \rho_L (q_L - S_L)(q_L - S_M) + p_L = \rho_R (q_R - S_R)(q_R - S_M) + p_R \quad (21)$$

The left and right state wave speeds are computed by

$$S_L = \min(q_L - c_L, \tilde{q} - \tilde{c}) \quad (22a)$$
$$S_R = \max(q_R + c_R, \tilde{q} + \tilde{c}) \quad (22b)$$

where $\tilde{q}$ is an averaged velocity component evaluated by the component Roe-averages and the averaged speed of sound $\tilde{c}$ is calculated by the formulation proposed by Hu et al. [45] as

$$\tilde{c}^2 = \Psi + \Gamma \left( \frac{\rho}{p} \right) \quad (23)$$

More details concerning the use of equation (23) can be found in reference [45].

The first component in the source function $G$ contains a divergence of the velocity vector, therefore its evaluation is less straightforward than other components in $G$. To handle this problem for a mesh cell $m$, we assume that

$$\alpha_1(\Omega_m) = \frac{1}{\Omega_m} \int_{\Omega_m} \alpha_m d\Omega = \alpha_{1,m} = \alpha_{1,m} \quad (24a)$$
$$K(\Omega_m) = \frac{1}{\Omega_m} \int_{\Omega_m} K_m d\Omega = K_m = K_m \quad (24b)$$

in which $\alpha_1$ and $K$ are stored at the mesh cell centre. Then we compute the volume integral of the first component in the source function as

$$\int_{\Omega_m} G_1 d\Omega = \int_{\Omega_m} (\alpha_1 + K) \nabla \cdot \vec{V} d\Omega = (\alpha_{1,m} + K_m) \int_{\partial\Omega_m} \vec{V} \cdot \vec{n} dS = (\alpha_{1,m} + K_m) \sum_{j=1}^{N_f} q_f S_f \quad (25)$$
Similarly, we use the HLLC Riemann solver to compute \( q_f \) as

\[
q_f = \begin{cases} 
q_L & 0 \leq S_L \\
S_M(q_L - S_L)/(S_M - S_L) & S_L < 0 \leq S_M \\
S_M(q_R - S_R)/(S_M - S_R) & S_M < 0 \leq S_R \\
q_R & 0 \geq S_R
\end{cases}
\]

(26)

2.3. TVD Runge-Kutta time advancement

In the present work, a third order TVD (total variation diminishing) Runge-Kutta scheme is applied to update the numerical solution from time level \( n \) to \( n + 1 \)

\[
U^{(1)} = U^n + \Delta t L(U^n)
\]

(27a)

\[
U^{(2)} = \frac{3}{4} U^n + \frac{1}{4} U^{(1)} + \frac{1}{4} \Delta t L(U^{(1)})
\]

(27b)

\[
U^{n+1} = \frac{1}{3} U^n + \frac{2}{3} U^{(1)} + \frac{2}{3} \Delta t L(U^{(2)})
\]

(27c)

For a mesh cell \( m \), the partial differential operator \( L \) is defined as

\[
L(U_m) = -\left( \sum_{f=1}^{N} F_f S_f - \Omega_m G_m \right)/\Omega_m
\]

(28)

3. Implementation on multi-core and many-core processors

Traditionally, computer software has been written for serial computation. To solve a problem in scientific computing, or other areas, an appropriate algorithm is constructed and implemented as a serial stream of instructions. These instructions are executed one by one on a CPU. With increases of CPU clock frequency, the software execution speed can easily be improved. Although the CPU clock frequency has become faster and faster it has now hit a power wall potentially consuming exponentially increasing power with each factorial increase in operating frequency. This clearly poses manufacturing, system design and deployment problems that cannot be justified in the face of the diminished gains in performance. Therefore processor vendors like Intel, AMD and NVIDIA now manufacture multi-core CPUs or many-core GPUs in order to continue delivering regular performance improvements. This in turn requires software developers employing parallel programming models to (re-)design their code in order to harvest the powerful computing capability of multi- and many-core processors.

In the present work, the computer program for solving compressible multiphase flow problems is developed in three continuous stages. We firstly code the program in a single-CPU-thread manner. Then we add OpenMP directives.
to the program to utilise multi-core CPUs. Finally we use CUDA C language to port the code from CPU to GPU. The whole computer program is coded in C++ language. A sketch of the main program, which prepares the grid, initialises the flow field and selects the solver, is illustrated in Listing 1.

Listing 1: The main program.

```c
int main()
{
  flowSystem freeFall;
  freeFall.gridSet();
  freeFall.flowSet();

  if(CPU_Compute==true) //solve the flow on the CPU
    freeFall.flowSolver_CPU();
  else //run simulation on the GPU
    freeFall.flowSolver_GPU();

  return 0;
}
```

3.1. Mixed precision data

We use C++ classes to encapsulate data and functions. Key data including flow variables $U$, fluxes $F$, source terms $G$ and residuals $R$ are handled within the structure of arrays. As is well known, single-precision computer programs are usually faster and request less memory storage than their double-precision counterparts. Naively treating all data with double precision is not beneficial to the program execution speed. Therefore, effort needs to be made to balance memory usage against computing efficiency and accuracy. In due consideration of these important factors, we code our computer program in a mixed precision style. In the program, we declare the conservative flow variables $U$ with double precision dynamic arrays, whilst all the other variables/arrays can be treated as single precision.

For robustness, the numerical code should be able flexibly to choose double precision or mixed precision to manage the computed data. For this purpose we create a C++ type alias $REAL$ to indicate double-precision or single-precision in a header file as shown in Listing 2. This header file can be included in all of the C++ and CUDA C source files. As shown in Listing 3, except the conservative flow variables that are explicitly declared with double precision, all the other variables are declared with $REAL$ type. When line 4 in Listing 2 is not commented out, all the flux, residual and source terms in List 3 will actually be treated with single precision. Otherwise, all the data will be handled by double precision. An analysis will be conducted in Section 4.7 to explicitly show the advantages of mixed precision data treatment for reducing memory usage and improving computing performance.
3.2. Multi-core CPU with OpenMP

Once the serial CPU program is finished and verified, OpenMP directives can be utilised to parallelise the code. An example is given in Listing 4 to demonstrate the procedure. The code from line 8 to 17 represents an update of the solution data $U$ from the time step $n$ to $n + 1$. To distribute this part of work to several CPU cores, OpenMP directives are introduced from line 5 to 7. When executing the program, the OpenMP library will automatically divide the task among cooperative CPU cores. OpenMP is relatively easy and fast to implement as programmers only need to add simple directives to the code in most cases.

Listing 4: Updating the flow on the CPU.

```
#include "header.hh"

void flowSystem::flowUpdate_CPU(REAL dt)
{
  int idx;
  #pragma omp parallel for default(none) \ 
    shared(dt) \ 
    private(idx)
  for(idx=0;idx<nCell;idx++)
  {
    U1[idx] = U1[idx] - dt*R1[idx]/Volume[idx];
    U2[idx] = U2[idx] - dt*R2[idx]/Volume[idx];
    U3[idx] = U3[idx] - dt*R3[idx]/Volume[idx];
    U4[idx] = U4[idx] - dt*R4[idx]/Volume[idx];
    U5[idx] = U5[idx] - dt*R5[idx]/Volume[idx];
    U6[idx] = U6[idx] - dt*R6[idx]/Volume[idx];
    U7[idx] = U7[idx] - dt*R7[idx]/Volume[idx];
  }
}
```
3.3. Many-core GPU with CUDA C

Developing CUDA code is much more demanding because the programmer needs to understand the hardware architecture and to explicitly handle the memory objects on the GPU. Hence, the development cycle is much longer and more error-prone than OpenMP. However, it is worth spending time and effort on GPU programming to obtain orders-of-magnitude speedup. A GPU computing program usually needs the CPU to input the information from the hard drive (or elsewhere) and pre-process the data. The data is then sent from the CPU to the GPU. The complete or partial computing task is off-loaded to the GPU. Once the task is finished, the result is transferred back to the CPU. This general procedure for a GPU based CFD program is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: A general procedure of GPU computing program. The CPU is responsible to input/output the data, the GPU is recruited to tackle the computing intensive task.

3.3.1. CUDA thread and memory hierarchy

Compared to MPI or OpenMP, CUDA provides much finer-grain parallelism. It can launch thousands (or even many thousands) of lightweight threads on the graphical hardware. Each thread can be properly used to deal with a computational stencil. It can access the data stored in the memory and carry out algebraic operations on the data, etc. CUDA uses grid and blocks to manage these threads, and every thread has a unique index.

Figure 2 presents a simple layout of the CUDA thread and memory hierarchy. The data stored in the CPU memory is firstly copied to the global memory of the GPU device. On the device, every thread can access the global memory. All the threads in the same block can access the shared memory belonging to this block and each thread can have its own private registers. Proper use of shared memory will greatly benefit the program performance especially...
when there is a lot of data reuse [46]. Using constant memory provided on GPUs may reduce the required memory bandwidth [46]. In the present work, we use constant memory to store important parameters such as the pressure constants, polytropic parameters and gravitational acceleration. Adequate threads can be created on the device to accomplish a one-to-one mapping of the CFD grid. A CUDA grid can have up to three dimensions to manage the thread blocks and map the corresponding CFD grid.

3.3.2. CUDA kernel and its arguments

An example of a GPU kernel function, which updates the flow solution from time step $n$ to $n + 1$ is presented in Listings 5. We use three-dimensional thread blocks to manage each individual CUDA thread. Local 3D thread indices are firstly converted to the global 3D indices (see line 6 to 8 in Listing 5). And the global indices are converted to the actual position index of the CFD mesh cell stored in the linear global memory (see line 12 in Listing 5). Then the flow variables are advanced to a new time step (see line 14 to 20 in Listing 5).

When converting a CPU function to a GPU kernel, attention should be paid to the arguments of the function. The whole size of the arguments of a kernel function is limited to 256 bytes on the CUDA device. This may cause some problems if the function has too many arguments and their size exceed the upper limit. One way to work around this issue is to declare on the device a structure of device pointers directing to the device memory, and pass that device structure to the kernel instead of a long list of device pointers themselves. More details of this strategy can be found in Section 3.5 of [47]. Another solution is to split the big kernel into several smaller ones, and only a portion of the arguments are passed to each small kernel. For example, face flux terms for 3D Cartesian grid can be split into three directions, therefore we can code three kernels to compute the flux along $x$, $y$ and $z$ directions respectively as presented in Listing 6 and 7. If necessary, three different CUDA streams can be created to run the three split kernel functions concurrently. One should bear in mind that whether independent streams can be concurrently executed relies on the
graphical hardware itself and the resources requested by the GPU kernel functions.

Listing 5: Updating the flow on the GPU.

```c
#include "header.hh"

__global__ void flowUpdate_CUDA(double *U1, double *U2,
double *U3, double *U4, double *U5, double *U6, double *U7,
REAL *R1, REAL *R2, REAL *R3, REAL *R4, REAL *R5, REAL *R6,
REAL *R7, REAL *Volume, REAL dt)
{
    int i = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    int j = blockIdx.y * blockDim.y + threadIdx.y;
    int k = blockIdx.z * blockDim.z + threadIdx.z;

    if(k<d_cellNK && j<d_cellNJ && i<d_cellNI)
    {
        int idx=k*d_cellNI*d_cellNJ+j*d_cellNI+i;
        U1[idx] = U1[idx] - dt*R1[idx]/Volume[idx];
        U2[idx] = U2[idx] - dt*R2[idx]/Volume[idx];
        U3[idx] = U3[idx] - dt*R3[idx]/Volume[idx];
        U4[idx] = U4[idx] - dt*R4[idx]/Volume[idx];
        U5[idx] = U5[idx] - dt*R5[idx]/Volume[idx];
        U6[idx] = U6[idx] - dt*R6[idx]/Volume[idx];
        U7[idx] = U7[idx] - dt*R7[idx]/Volume[idx];
    }
}
```

Listing 6: A big CUDA kernel with potential to exceed 256 bytes limit by its arguments.

```c
#include "header.hh"

__global__ void flowFaceFlux(
    double *U1, double *U2, double *U3, double *U4, double *U5, double *U6, double *U7,
    REAL *F1x, REAL *F2x, REAL *F3x, REAL *F4x, REAL *F5x, REAL *F6x, REAL *F7x,
    REAL *F1y, REAL *F2y, REAL *F3y, REAL *F4y, REAL *F5y, REAL *F6y, REAL *F7y,
    REAL *F1z, REAL *F2z, REAL *F3z, REAL *F4z, REAL *F5z, REAL *F6z, REAL *F7z);
```

Listing 7: Three split CUDA kernels for face flux term computation.

```c
#include "header.hh"

__global__ void flowFaceFlux_x(
    double *U1, double *U2, double *U3, double *U4, double *U5, double *U6, double *U7,
    REAL *F1x, REAL *F2x, REAL *F3x, REAL *F4x, REAL *F5x, REAL *F6x, REAL *F7x);

__global__ void flowFaceFlux_y(
    double *U1, double *U2, double *U3, double *U4, double *U5, double *U6, double *U7,
    REAL *F1y, REAL *F2y, REAL *F3y, REAL *F4y, REAL *F5y, REAL *F6y, REAL *F7y);

__global__ void flowFaceFlux_z(
    double *U1, double *U2, double *U3, double *U4, double *U5, double *U6, double *U7,
    REAL *F1z, REAL *F2z, REAL *F3z, REAL *F4z, REAL *F5z, REAL *F6z, REAL *F7z);
```
3.3.3. Thread race conditions

Many edge-/face-based finite volume programs loop over every mesh edge/face, compute the flux and then add/subtract the flux to/from its two neighbour mesh cells. This algorithm is well suited to serial computing. However it does not fit parallel computing since it may encounter thread race conditions under which a mesh cell may be accessed by conflicting read and write operations at the same time.

To prevent race conditions, we use the store-and-gather strategy in the present work. When computing the residual for each mesh cell, we first calculate the fluxes across each mesh face and store this information in the GPU global memory. Then we gather the face fluxes and source terms for every mesh cell to obtain the residual. This approach can successfully avoid thread race conditions that a serial pattern edge-based finite volume method program inherently encounters. Other approaches like the colour edge technique (no two edges of the same colour update the same mesh cell) and redundant computing [38] can also be used to circumvent race conditions.

3.4. Hardware and software platform

The following numerical simulations presented in this paper are performed on two platforms, for which the configurations are listed in Table 1. Platform 1 has one Intel Core i7-2600 CPU with a NVIDIA Quadro 2000 graphics card, while platform 2 has two Intel Xeon E5-2650 CPUs with a NVIDIA Tesla K20X card. Specifications of the CPUs and GPUs are listed in tables 2 and 3 respectively. For both platforms, the optimisation level for GCC and NVCC compilers is set to -O3 without debugging and profiling options.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>GPU</th>
<th>Operating System</th>
<th>GCC</th>
<th>CUDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1× Intel Core i7-2600</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
<td>NVIDIA Quadro 2000</td>
<td>Debian Linux</td>
<td>4.6.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2× Intel Xeon E5-2650</td>
<td>64 GB</td>
<td>NVIDIA Tesla K20X</td>
<td>CentOS Linux</td>
<td>4.8.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Numerical results and discussions

A series of benchmark test cases including water-air shock tubes, a liquid expansion tube, dam break, underwater explosions in the proximity of a rigid planar or curved wall and water entry of a rigid flat plate are computed to verify
the flow algorithm on many-core hardware and demonstrate the potential performance enhancements. Here, we first present the computed results on the NVIDIA Tesla K20X graphics card (with mixed-precision data) to verify the numerical model in sections 4.1 ∼ 4.6. Then a performance analysis will be conducted in Section 4.7 to investigate the memory usage, energy consumption and computing efficiency of CPU and GPU.

4.1. Water-air shock tubes

Here, we consider a group of shock tube problems involving water-air mixtures. The shock tube initially has an imaginary membrane in the middle of the tube, or at other specified locations, which separates it into left and right parts filled with fluids at different thermodynamic states. In total, we report here on four of these shock tube tests, for which the initial conditions, stopping times, membrane positions and number of mesh cells used are listed in Table 4 (case 1∼4). Gravitational effects are not included for these problems.

Computed results for the four cases are shown in figures 3 ∼ 6. Computations of water-air shock tube problems are known to be challenging for numerical methods, particularly around the material interface where spurious nonphysical oscillations may occur. A close examination of these results shows generally good agreement with exact solutions and published independent numerical predictions with other flow codes. This verifies that the present method resolves wave speeds correctly and does not produce spurious nonphysical oscillations near shocks or at material interfaces.

In particular in Figure 6, it can be seen, in contrast, that Plumerault et al.’s solution exhibits strong nonphysical numerical oscillations around the shock and material interface and the present method has superior performance. Agreement with the exact solution is good apart from a slight underprediction of the discontinuity in density in the present results at the material interface in the region around \( x = 0.5 \).

4.2. Cavitation test

This problem is used to test the capability of a numerical method to deal with liquid flow cavitation. As shown in Figure 7, a tube of 1 m length is filled with water of density \( \rho_2 = 1000 \text{ kg/m}^3 \) and volume fraction \( \alpha_2 = 0.99 \). A small volume of air (\( \alpha_1 = 0.01, \rho_1 = 1 \text{ kg/m}^3 \)) is uniformly present in the tube. An imaginary barrier placed in the middle separates the tube into two parts. On the left side, the velocity is set to \( u = -100 \text{ m/s} \). On the right side, the velocity is set to \( u = 100 \text{ m/s} \). The initial pressure is everywhere set to \( p = 1 \text{ bar} \). Gravitational effects are not included for this case. The corresponding polytropic indices and pressure constants for water and air are listed in Table 4 (case 5). We discretise the domain with 1000 uniform mesh cells and compute the flow to time \( t = 1.85 \text{ ms} \). The obtained solution is depicted in Figure 8.

Rarefaction waves are observed to propagate outwards from the centre of the tube and the pressure decreases symmetrically from the middle in both left and right directions. Responding to the reduction of pressure, air entrained
Table 2: Specifications of the Intel Core i7-2600 and Xeon E5-2650 CPUs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Clock rate</th>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>Cache</th>
<th>Power consumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intel Core i7-2600</td>
<td>3.4 GHz</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8 MB</td>
<td>95 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel Xeon E5-2650</td>
<td>2.6 GHz</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20 MB</td>
<td>95 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Specifications of the NVIDIA Quadro 2000 and Tesla K20X GPUs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Quadro 2000</th>
<th>Tesla K20X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clock rate</td>
<td>1.25 GHz</td>
<td>732 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global memory</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>6 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared memory</td>
<td>48 KB</td>
<td>64 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registers per block</td>
<td>32768</td>
<td>49152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of multiprocessors</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores per multiprocessor</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of cores</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>2688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute capability</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>62 W</td>
<td>235 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Initial conditions for water-air shock tubes (case 1–4) and 1D cavitation test (case 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Membrane (x)</th>
<th>Stop time(µs)</th>
<th>Mesh cells</th>
<th>(\alpha_1)</th>
<th>(\rho_1)(kg/m(^3))</th>
<th>(\gamma_1)</th>
<th>(P_{c1})(MPa)</th>
<th>(\rho_2)(kg/m(^3))</th>
<th>(\gamma_2)</th>
<th>(P_{c2})(MPa)</th>
<th>(u)</th>
<th>(p)(bar)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>237.44</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>(10^{-8})</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.00195</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1027</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>551.37</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Membrane (x)</th>
<th>Stop time(µs)</th>
<th>Mesh cells</th>
<th>(\alpha_1)</th>
<th>(\rho_1)(kg/m(^3))</th>
<th>(\gamma_1)</th>
<th>(P_{c1})(MPa)</th>
<th>(\rho_2)(kg/m(^3))</th>
<th>(\gamma_2)</th>
<th>(P_{c2})(MPa)</th>
<th>(u)</th>
<th>(p)(bar)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>10^{-8}</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>10^{-8}</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>10^{-8}</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1027</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>10^{-8}</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1027</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3: Comparison of the exact solution (Chinnayya et al. [48]) and the present results (red dots) for water-air shock tube 1 (Top: pressure; Middle: mixture density; Bottom: velocity).
Figure 4: Comparison of the present computation (red curve) and Murrone and Guillard’s results [23] (black line) for water-air shock tube 2.
Figure 5: Comparison of the present computation (red curve) and Murrone and Guillard’s results [23] (black line) for water-air shock tube 3.
Figure 6: Comparison of the present computation (red curve), exact solution and Plumerault et al.’s results [14] (blue dots) for water-air shock tube.
in the water begins to expand and its volume fraction increases. Accordingly, the volume fraction of the liquid phase falls. This creates a cavitation pocket in the middle of the tube and results in the dynamic appearance of two interfaces that were not present initially [25]. These results indicate that the present method can deal with low pressures quite well neither violating the physics nor producing a nonphysical negative value of absolute pressure that would cause the solver to diverge numerically. The model can also handle the creation, during the computation, of interfaces not present initially. Excellent agreement with the exact solution and Saurel et al.’s calculated results is observed in Figure 8.

\[
\vec{V} = -100\text{m/s} \quad \vec{V} = 100\text{m/s}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\alpha_1 = 0.01 & \rho_1 = 1 \\
\alpha_2 = 0.99 & \rho_2 = 1000 \\
p = 1\text{bar}
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{lll}
\alpha_1 = 0.01 & \rho_1 = 1 \\
\alpha_2 = 0.99 & \rho_2 = 1000 \\
p = 1\text{bar}
\end{array}
\]

Figure 7: Setup of the liquid expansion tube

4.3. Dam break

This is a classical problem in hydrodynamics studied using both laboratory experiments and numerical simulations. The geometrical configuration is shown in Figure 9. The length of the tank is 0.5 m and its height is 0.15 m. The height of the water column is 0.12 m and its width is \(a = 0.06\) m. The water column between the left wall of the tank and a barrier is initially still. Once the barrier is removed instantaneously from the tank, the water will collapse under gravity. The free surface will continuously deform with time as shown in Figure 10. Two important parameters are gauged in the computations. One is the position of the water front along the bottom of the tank and the other is the height of the water column along the left boundary of the tank. Their dimensionless forms against dimensionless time are shown in Figure 11. Please note that the water front position is divided by the initial width of the water column \(a\) and the time is multiplied by \(\sqrt{2g/a}\). The water height is divided by the initial height of the water column \(2a\) and time is multiplied by \(\sqrt{g/a}\). The present computed results agree well with Martin and Moyce’s experiments [49] and are slightly superior to Murrone and Guillard’s predictions [23].

4.4. 2D cylindrical underwater explosion near a planar rigid wall

This case is chosen to investigate a shock wave interaction with a planar rigid wall in water with possible hull cavitation loading/re-loading on the wall. Figure 12 depicts the set up for this problem. At the initial state, an explosive
Figure 8: Liquid expansion tube with a cavitation pocket. The present results (dashed line) are compared to the exact solution (black line) and Saurel et al.’s independent computation [25] (green dots). The domain is uniformly partitioned with 1000 mesh cells.

Figure 9: Configuration of the dam break problem. The density of air is $\rho_1 = 1 \text{ kg/m}^3$ and the density of water is $\rho_2 = 1000 \text{ kg/m}^3$. The domain is uniformly divided into 200 $\times$ 60 mesh cells. The top of the tank is an open boundary; the other three boundaries are solid walls.
Figure 10: Snapshots of the free surface for the dam break problem.

Figure 11: Comparison with Martin and Moyce’s experiments [49] and Murrone and Guillard’s computation [23]. Left: water front position; Right: water column height.
gas bubble of unit radius is located at the origin (0, 0) in water. The density of the air bubble is \( \rho_g = 1270 \text{ kg/m}^3 \), the pressure is \( p_g = 8290 \text{ bar} \) and the ratio of specific heats is \( \gamma_g = 2 \). For the water, the density is \( \rho_l = 1000 \text{ kg/m}^3 \), the pressure is \( p_l = 1 \text{ bar} \), the polytropic constant is \( \gamma_l = 7.15 \) and the pressure constant is \( p_c = 3 \times 10^8 \). For this case, the present two-fluid method needs a very small volume of air to be uniformly distributed in the water and so we set \( \alpha_1 = 0.5\% \) with the density \( \rho_1 = 1 \).

The computational domain is a rectangular region of \([-6, 6] \times [-6, 3]\). The horizontal rigid planar wall is located at \( y = 3 \). The domain is uniformly covered by \( 360 \times 270 \) mesh cells which is the same to the grid used in Xie’s work [34]. The problem is also solved on a fine mesh with \( 720 \times 540 \) cells to convince the mesh convergence of solutions. A numerical pressure gauge is placed at the centre of the planar wall (point P) to monitor the impact pressure. Around this gauge point, we also integrate the pressure in a square region of \( 4 \times 4 \) to obtain the impact force or loading. The length of this region is along the planar wall, and the width is perpendicular to the \( x - y \) plane. The boundary conditions for this problem correspond a rigid upper wall and all other boundaries are transmissive.

Figure 15 shows several snapshots of the pressure contours in the domain computed on the coarse mesh. At \( t = 1.5 \) ms, the explosion generated main shock has been reflected from the planar wall. The reflected shock interacts with the expanding gas bubble undergoing a refraction process that results in a strong rarefaction wave propagating back towards the planar wall at \( t = 2 \) ms and a weaker reflected shock traversing the gas bubble. After the rarefaction wave impacts the wall and is reflected at \( t = 3 \) ms, a low pressure region forms near the planar wall causing a cavitation region to appear in this low pressure region at \( t = 4 \) ms. Simultaneously, the main shock continues to propagate through the computational domain. At \( t = 3.5 \) ms, the cavitation pocket collapses from the centre of the cavitation zone, resulting in a water-jet forming directed towards the planar wall and a relatively strong secondary compression wave propagating towards the gas bubble. The secondary compression wave impacts the gas bubble and leads to a second rarefaction wave propagating back towards the planar wall at \( t = 7 \) ms in a cyclic process that subsequently weakens with time.

Figure 13 shows the pressure (at point P) and force (covering the blue region around point P) acting upon the planar rigid wall. Numerical solutions computed on the coarse and fine meshes are almost identical and this confirms the convergence of the results. It can clearly be seen from this figure that the structural loading consists of shock loading and subsequent cavitation collapse reloading. The peak pressure of the shock is much higher than the peak pressure of cavitation collapse, whilst the duration of cavitation collapse reloading is longer than that of shock.

The present work gives about 7% higher prediction of the shock wave peak pressure (7000 bar) compared to Xie’s solution (6500 bar) [34]. The start time of the cavitation collapse predicted by the present work is \( t = 5.05 \) ms, while Xie’s one-fluid solver prediction is \( t = 5.25 \) ms [34]. The amplitude of the pressure at cavitation collapse computed by
the present method is very close to Xie’s solution. Considering the impact force, the present work and Xie’s solution give almost the same amplitude of the peak force at about $9.8 \times 10^{10}$ N. The rise time of the peak force calculated by Xie is slightly higher than our prediction. This can be attributed to small differences in the numerical dissipation present in the respective flow solvers. In general, the presented results agree reasonably well with the work of Xie [34].

Additionally, time series of the gas-phase volume fraction and sound speed at point P are illustrated in Figure 14. It is clearly shown that the gas volume fraction is dramatically reduced at $t = 1$ ms when the primary shock reaching point P and strongly compressing the fluid. The gas volume fraction then has a rapid rise starting at $t = 3.7$ ms corresponding to the inception of cavitation. Alternatively, it has another a quick drop at $t = 5.05$ ms due to the collapse of cavitation. The speed of sound at point P is initially 200 m/s and rises to 2400 m/s after the fluid being compressed by the primary shock. It then gradually reduces to 1500 m/s with the gas volume fraction slowly growing from $t = 1$ ms to $t = 3.7$ ms. It then has a sudden drop corresponding to cavitation inception starting at $t = 3.7$ ms and a second quick rise to 1500 m/s at $t = 5.05$ ms when the cavitation has a collapse. Results computed on the two different meshes are very close to each other apart from the higher gas phase expansions predicted on the fine mesh at around $t = 5$ and 8.5 ms of which the second higher expansion produces a lower speed of sound.

4.5. 3D spherical underwater explosion in a rigid cylindrical container

Figure 16 illustrates the setup of this problem. The diameter of the rigid cylinder is 0.0889 m and its height is 0.2286 m. A spherical explosive gas bubble is placed at the centre of the cylindrical container. The diameter of the bubble is 0.03 m, the density of the gas is 1770 kg/m$^3$, the pressure is 20000 bar and its polytropic constant is $\gamma = 2$. Fresh water at ambient pressure 1 bar fills the remaining part of the container.

Although this problem can usually be solved by 2D codes in the axisymmetric coordinate system [33, 50], here we directly use our program to compute it on a 3D Cartesian grid without transforming the governing equations or
Figure 13: Comparison of the impact loading on the solid wall. Left: pressure time series at point $P$; Right: force acting on a 4m ×4m area of the solid wall. Red and green lines are the present results computed on the coarse (360 ×270) and fine mesh (720 ×540) respectively, black lines are Xie’s computation on a mesh with 360 ×270 cells [34].

Figure 14: Time series of the gas-phase volume fraction (left) and speed of sound (right) at point $P$. 
Figure 15: Line contours of pressure and the exploding gas bubble (grey colour) computed on the mesh with $360 \times 270$ cells.
modifying the code. A Cartesian mesh with 100 × 300 × 100 elements is used to cover the domain. Any elements outside the container walls are blanked out. This simple strategy is only utilised here to demonstrate the capability of our code to handle 3D problems; a cut-cell method or body-fitted mesh will be implemented in future work to improve the boundary condition treatment. Similar to the underwater 2D cylindrical explosion case, dynamic interfaces might be expected to appear during the numerical computation due to cavitation formation. For this case, a small amount of air corresponding to a volume fraction $\alpha_1 = 1.5\%$ is uniformly introduced into the fresh water in the present work. The boundary conditions in this case correspond to all walls rigid and reflecting.

Figure 17 shows line contours of pressure and the expanding gas bubble in the central section of the cylinder ($x-y$ plane) at $t=30, 60, 90$ and $120 \, \mu s$. At $t=30\,\mu s$, the main shock reflected at the cylinder side wall is partially reflected as a rarefaction wave by the gas bubble. At $t=60\,\mu s$, very low pressure region appears and this leads to cavitation formation near the side wall. As the surrounding fluid pressure is much higher than the cavitation region, the pressure in the cavity starts to rise and the cavity contracts and results in a violent collapse. Consequently, the side wall experiences a second hydrodynamic impact loading as shown in Figure 18. The first impact pressure peak at the side wall predicted by the present work is about 7000 bar. This is close to Zhu et al.’s computation [50] but a bit higher than Liu et al.’s results [33]. Our approach estimates the cavity starts to collapse at $t=95\,\mu s$, which is slightly earlier compared to other independent numerical simulations. However, slight differences would be expected owing to differences in the numerical dissipation implicit in the respective flow solvers. Considering the amplitude of second pressure peak, our result is close to Liu et al.’s isentropic solution of 4400 bar. Zhu et al. give a much higher prediction near 6600 bar. For this case, the cavitation collapse reloading is also potentially dangerous to the structure since its amplitude is comparable to the primary shock loading. This case was inspired by the experiments of Wardlaw et al. [3] for an explosion in a single wall containment vessel. Owing to insufficient information being made available in the published work about the explosion yield of the point charge used in the experiments, the numerical codes have each attempted to reconstruct this case approximately. The laboratory results, however, show a similar trend of primary shock loading and secondary cavitation reloading.

4.6. Water entry of a 3D rigid flat plate

Studies of slamming problems are very important in offshore and ocean engineering. In laboratories, the test object is firstly placed above a calm water surface. Then, it is dropped freely or with a prescribed velocity to impact the water surface. Impact pressure and force are recorded throughout the test. High speed cameras may also be used to capture the transient evolution of the whole process.

For this type of problem, the simplest test object may appear to be a rigid flat plate. However, despite the simplicity of the geometry, the physics describing the fluid flow during the impact process is rather complex. When the plate
Figure 16: Setup of the spherical underwater explosion in a cylindrical container.

Figure 17: The line contours of pressure and gas bubble (grey colour). From left to right: t=30, 60, 90 and 120 µs. “cav” indicates the cavitation area.
approaches the water surface, the air layer between the plate and water will be compressed with a consequent rise of the pressure. The compressed air will then accelerate with a horizontal velocity outwards and deform the initial flat water surface that becomes slightly curved. When the plate impacts the water surface, a very thin layer of highly compressed air is driven into the water body. At the same time, the impact pressure rises rapidly to its peak value. After the pressure peak, the air layer will expand and the pressure starts to drop. The air layer may expand to such an extent that the pressure quickly descends below atmospheric pressure and even to a very small value around the vapour pressure of water. At this point, the surrounding liquid water is likely to be in tension. After a short time of decline, the fluid pressure will again increase. The plate will then experience a second hydrodynamic impact loading due to the rapid recovery of pressure in the trapped air layer. The fluid compressibility in the air/water mixture is thus very important and cannot be ignored by numerical simulations. For engineers, the characteristics of the impact pressure and force are of particular interest, because they are key parameters for the safety and survivability of structures slamming into water. Therefore, we focus on the suitability of the present flow model for the computation of impact loadings on structures in the current work.

Here, we consider a rigid square plate slamming into pure still water in the vertical direction. The width of the plate is 0.25 m; this dimension is the same as the plate used in the experimental work of Mai et al. [51]. The initial distance of the plate to the water surface is set to 0.1 m in the present work. Figure 19 shows a sketch of the setup for this problem. The present method is constructed under the Eulerian frame with a fixed finite volume method. To solve this slamming problem, we fix the flat plate in the mesh and cause the water to move upward with a prescribed
velocity. This strategy is appropriate for the short-period impact process [52].

In order quantitatively to analyse the accuracy of the numerical computation, here we compute a case corresponding to the experimental conditions with an impact velocity of 5.5 m/s. This impact problem is inertia dominant and lasts for a very short period. Therefore the flow can be appropriately assumed to be symmetric about the central section planes (x − y and y − z planes) of the plate. Under these considerations, we only compute a quarter of the domain and a Cartesian mesh with 40 × 1600 × 40 elements is adopted to cover a [0,0.4]×[0,0.4]×[0,0.4] region enclosing a quarter of the flat plate. In Figure 20, we compare the numerical computation to the experimental measurement. The upper row shows the gauge pressures at P1 and P2. The lower row shows the overall impact force and slamming coefficient. The black curve represents the numerical computation, the green line is the measurement for a plate of mass 32 Kg and the red line is the measurement for a 52 Kg plate. Here we would like to point out that the experimental measurements depicted in figures 20 are not filtered but are the original signals obtained from the pressure transducers. The peak values for pressure, force and slamming coefficient are listed in Table 5. In general, the numerical computation and experimental measurements are in a reasonable agreement considering the peak values and the evolution process of the impact loading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>P1 (bar)</th>
<th>P2 (bar)</th>
<th>F (kN)</th>
<th>C_s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plate 32 kg</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>36.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate 52 kg</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>36.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>36.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19: Setup of the water entry problem. Left: front view of the plate. Right: top view of the plate. Pressure sensor P1 is at the centre of the plate. Pressure sensor P2 is on the central section line with a distance of 0.11 m away from the centre.
Figure 20: Impact loadings on the plate for \( v = 5.5 \text{ m/s} \). The horizontal dashed line represents a perfect vacuum. The phase of all the results has been adjusted to correlate the first pressure peak at time zero. The side length of the square plate is 0.25 m. In Mai et al.’s experiments, the first plate’s mass is 32 kg and the second plate’s mass is 52 kg [51]. The laboratory measurements presented here are not filtered.
4.7. Performance analysis

In order quantitatively to evaluate the efficiency of the flow solver on multi-core CPUs and many-core GPUs, we here select the 3D underwater explosion problem as a benchmark case and fix the TVD Runge-Kutta time step iteration number to 50000. This number is fixed here only to facilitate direct comparisons of runs. In practice, it is of course determined by the required physical time duration of a particular test case taking into account the time step according to the usual Courant condition for numerically stable computations. On each platform, the flow solver is tested under six conditions as listed in Table 6. The wall clock time is recorded and the consumed electrical energy is calculated as $Energy = Power \times Time$. It should be noted that if the flow solver is only running on a single CPU core, then the energy consumption is divided by the number of cores residing in the CPU.

Figures 21, 22, 23 and 24 show the running time cost, electrical energy consumption, GPU performance speedup and energy efficiency, respectively. The solid line indicates that the flow solver throughout uses double-precision data (DP); the dashed line indicates that the solver adopts mixed-precision data (MP). A first glance at these four figures impresses upon us that MP arithmetic can indeed help to reduce the running time cost especially for the GPUs. It can also reduce the electrical energy consumption.

Focusing on Figure 23 for performance speedup, we find that on platform 1 the GPU is around 7~8 times faster than a single CPU core and about 2 times faster than four CPU cores if DP is used. When MP is adopted, the GPU is around 16 times faster than a single CPU core and about 7~8 times faster than four CPU cores. When DP is used on platform 2, the GPU is 40 times faster than a single CPU core and 7 times faster than 16 CPU cores. When MP is used on platform 2, the GPU is 60 times faster than a single CPU core and 15 times faster than 16 CPU cores. In this figure, it can also be noticed that the scalability of OpenMP on multi-core CPUs is not satisfactory since two eight-core CPUs only give a 4.5× speedup compared to a single core on platform 2. This phenomenon is very similar to Ortega et al.’s observation that attainable speedups on multi-core CPUs will drop once the number of processor cores is over 4 due to the high cache miss rate and limited memory bandwidth of CPU (see figures 13 and 14 of [53]).

Looking at Figure 24, we find that on each platform the GPU consumes much less electrical energy compared to the CPU. When DP is used on platform 1, the ratio of energy consumption of the GPU compared to a single CPU decreases from 0.6 to 0.32 with the increase of problem size. Considering the four CPU cores, this parameter drops from 0.3 to 0.2. If DP is used, the ratio of energy consumption decreases from 0.25 to 0.17 for the GPU compared to a single CPU core. The ratio drops from 0.14 to 0.08 for the GPU compared to the four CPU cores. Similar trends can be found for the energy consumption on platform 2.

In order to assess the positive effect of MP on the program execution efficiency, we compare the running time cost of DP to MP and plot the results in Figure 25. It is clearly shown that MP can boost the performance by 10%~30% for
5. Conclusions

A one-dimensional reduced-equation model has been successfully extended to solve three-dimensional compressible multiphase flow impact problems on graphics processor units. The integral form of the governing equations are discretised by a high-order finite volume scheme based on MUSCL reconstruction and an HLLC approximate Riemann solver for compressible liquid-gas mixtures. The numerical method is assessed through a series of test cases including water-air shock tubes, 1D liquid expansion tube, a dam break, 2D cylindrical underwater explosion near a planar rigid wall, 3D spherical explosion in a rigid cylindrical container and water entry of a rigid square flat plate. The obtained results agree well with experiments, exact solutions and other independent numerical computations. Systematic analysis reveals that GPUs can not only improve compute performance by orders-of-magnitude but also...
Figure 22: Energy consumption of CPUs and GPUs. Left: platform 1; Right: platform 2. The time step iteration number is fixed to 50000 for comparison purpose. Please refer to Table 6 for interpretation of the graph notation.

Figure 23: Performance speedup of GPUs. Left: platform 1; Right: platform 2. The time step iteration number is fixed to 50000 for comparison purposes. Please refer to Table 6 for interpretation of the graph notation.
Figure 24: Energy efficiency of GPUs. The energy consumption ratio is calculated by dividing the GPU energy consumption with the CPU energy consumption. Note that a single CPU core’s energy consumption should be computed as \[ \frac{\text{Power} \times \text{Time}}{\text{NumberOfCores}} \]. Left: platform 1; Right: platform 2. The time step iteration number is fixed to 50000 for comparison purpose. Please refer to Table 6 for interpretation of the graph notation.

Figure 25: The effect of mixed precision treatment on performance. The performance gain of MP is calculated as \[ \text{gain} = \frac{(T_{\text{DP}} - T_{\text{MP}})}{T_{\text{MP}}} \times 100\% \], where \( T \) means the wall clock time. Left: platform 1; Right: platform 2. On both platforms the mixed precision (MP) program runs faster than the double precision (DP) program. Especially for GPUs, MP provides 100% or even more performance gain compared to DP.
reduce the consumption of electrical energy dramatically by 50% or even more. A mixed precision treatment in the parallel implementation can save almost half of the memory usage compared to a pure double precision strategy and helps to improve program execution efficiency. Especially for GPUs, this has been shown to provide a 100% or even more performance speedup. In future we will extend the current multiphase compressible flow method to investigate further hydrodynamic impact loads on rigid and flexible fixed and floating structures taking advantage of the compute performance gains obtained through GPU acceleration.
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